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IDB and UNDP Set Up Islamic Finance and Impact Investing Platform to Meet
Sustainable Development Goals
The IDB and the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) have joined forces to launch the Islamic Finance and
Impact Investing Platform to facilitate world governments in
meeting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) through Shariah compliant financial instruments and
impact investments.

logues and a marketplace for deal sourcing and investment financing. Estimates by the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development indicate that approximately US$6 trillion in total
global additional investment is needed for SDG-related activities
over the next 15 years; the impact-investing industry – according to
the G8 Social Impact Investment Taskforce – on the other hand
“Over US$3 trillion is needed to support SDGs and we need to has the potential to reach US$1 trillion with the right policies.
find new sources of financing to do so; Islamic finance can signif- “The convergence between innovative Islamic finance and impact
icantly contribute to the broadening of the resource base needed investing at the core level offers a great opportunity to amplify the
to finance programs of actions,” noted Dr Ahmed Mohamad Ali scale and impact of both industries,” echoed Professor Dr BamAl Madani, the president of the IDB, at the IDB’s 41st Annual bang Brodjonegoro, the finance minister of Indonesia, who viewed
Meeting in Jakarta.
Islamic impact investments as a “historic opportunity” to govern“Islamic finance and impact investing represent a potent and yet ments, the private sector and IDB member countries as well as to
untapped resource for SDGs; bringing these two sectors together the Islamic finance industry at a global level. “Green Sukuk would
r e p r e s e n t s t r e m e n d o u s o p p o r t u n i t i e s , ” s a i d readily serve as an Islamic impact investment product example that
a UNDP representative who emphasized that Islamic finance has could be bridged by the IDB through innovative Islamic financing
an important role to play in sustaining the 2030 Agenda for Sus- application in developing member countries.”
tainable Development.
The purpose of the global platform is three-pronged: it is de- Source: IFN
signed to serve as a knowledge hub to facilitate exchange of best
practices among peers and governments, a forum for policy dia-

Global Prudential Body to Fine-Tune Oversight of Islamic
The body governing prudential standards in global Islamic finance plans to tighten oversight of market practices and revise capital adequacy and disclosure requirements.

Islamic finance is now deemed to have systemic
importance in 11 countries, which the IFSB defines as having more than a 15 percent share of
the total domestic banking sector.

The IFSB said by the end of this year it plans to finalise
a guidance note on stress-testing and release a draft for
a new disclosure standard for capital market products
such as Islamic bonds, or sukuk.

These include Qatar, Kuwait, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Brunei, with the latest entrant Djibouti.
Bahrain and Jordan are close to achieving that
status as well, the IFSB added.

The disclosure requirements would cover financial but This has prompted regulators to increase oversight
also sharia-compliance aspects, and may include guid- and fine tune tools to support the sector.
ance on specific sukuk formats such as convertible
Source: IFN
instruments and those used for regulatory-capital purposes.

The IFSB Launches the Fourth Edition of its Flagship Islamic Financial Services
Industry Stability Report 2016
The fourth edition of the Islamic Financial Services Board’s
(IFSB) Islamic Financial Services Industry Stability Report 2016
was officially launched in Kuala Lumpur on May 10.



Initiatives undertaken by international standard-setting bodies



Emerging issues in Islamic finance

The first IFSB IFSI Stability Report was released in 2013 and has
since become a benchmark publication on growth, development
and stability assessment of the Islamic financial services industry.



Box Article Contributions

Various chapters of the IFSI Stability Report 2016 cover the following topics:

Source: IFSB



An overview of the IFSI



Assessment of the resilience of the Islamic financial system

The IFSI Stability Report 2016 is available for download from the
IFSB website, www.ifsb.org.
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GCC Islamic Banks to Wrestle With Deteriorating Asset Quality
and Profitability Until 2017

Islamic banks in the GCC,
particularly those in Saudi Arabia and the UAE, are likely to
struggle with maintaining asset
quality this year as more borrowers are anticipated to default on their financing given
persisting regional economic
weakness which is exerting
heavy pressures on banks’ earning power.

Average GDP growth in the GCC has been on the
downtrend especially when oil prices plunged in the
second half of 2014, delivering a blow to the banking sector. S&P forecasts oil prices to reach US$50
per barrel in 2018, with unweighted average economic growth of the six GCC countries of 2.1% in
2016 and 2.5% in 2017.
“As a result, we expect a more pronounced slowdown of the growth of both conventional and Islamic banks in the GCC,” noted the rating agency
which projected for banking asset growth to contract to approximately 5% in 2016 — a significant
drop from the 7% growth for Islamic banks in 2015
after falling from 12.3% the year before; conventional lenders registered a 5.7% growth in 2015 and
a
9.6%
expansion
in
2014.
The two largest Islamic banking markets in
the GCC (Saudi Arabia and the UAE) are likely to

bear the bigger brunt of the unfavorable operating conditions. “In Saudi Arabia, we expect that
the government will cut spending by close to
15%, attempting to offset a decline in government revenues of a similar magnitude. We think
that the Saudi government will still maintain
spending on strategic infrastructure projects,
however, resulting in some growth opportunities
for the financial sector,” opined S&P, which sees
the weakening real estate sector in the UAE as a
bane to Islamic banking opportunities in the
emirate, although the Dubai Expo project could
present potential new Islamic investment avenues.

Source: IFN

UAE Cabinet Approves Sharia Authority Launch
The UAE Cabinet approved the launch of a new
Sharia Authority, a national regulator to set standards for Islamic finance products.
The board will oversee the Islamic financial sector, approve financial products and set rules and
principles for banking transactions in accordance
with Islamic jurisprudence on finance.
The Central Bank will oversee and select the
members of the new board. Financial institutions
will contribute to the running of the board by
paying fees to the Central Bank.

Currently, individual financial institutions run
their own Sharia boards, which are groups of
scholars who decide on whether individual
products are consistent with Islamic jurisprudence on financial affairs.
The national regulator will not replace the Sharia boards of individual banks, but will approve
new products that have already received approval from individual Sharia boards.

Source: The National

Malaysian Central Bank Investigates Fintech Regulation
Speaking at a conference, the bank's new governor
Muhammad Ibrahim cited the recently launched
Investment Account Platform (IAP) as evidence
that fintech can be a "game changer" for Islamic
finance.
Fintech could bring great
benefits to Islamic finance,
according to the governor of
Bank Negara Malaysia, but
also poses risks which regulators need to guard against.

degree of specialisation.
However, Ibrahim notes that the adoption of
fintech is "clearly not without risks" in areas
such as cybersecurity and says that the central
bank has begun a review "of the changes and
additional guidance needed to ensure that the
regulatory framework remains appropriate to
manage the risks, while encouraging productive
innovation that will drive costs down and improve the quality of service to consumers".

The IAP is an online sharia-compliant investment
platform set up by six Malaysian banks and backed
by the government that serves as a central marketplace for financing SMEs and is "the first Islamic
banking-intermediated internet-based platform
that combines the expertise of Islamic banks and
efficiency of technology to channel funds from The review will look at the impact of fintech
investors to viable economic ventures," says the on the management of risk by traditional finangovernor.
cial institutions, how startups introduce risks to
The platform is an example, he says, of how the broader system as a result of regulatory
fintech can radically transform operational models arbitrage, and the impact on consumers.
through digitisation strategies that will be able to Source: Zawya
deliver much greater scale or, alternatively, a high
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Australian Budget Opens Door to Islamic Finance
The Australian government has proposed
removing tax barriers to asset-backed financing arrangements as part of its federal budget,
a move likely aimed at facilitating interest-free
transactions used in Islamic finance.
Islamic finance is gradually catching on in
Australia, with National Australia Bank Ltd
helping fund a A$160 million ($114 million)
Brisbane property purchase in February, after
its maiden Islamic finance deal in August.
Under its 2016/17 spending plan, the government would seek to ensure the tax treatment

of asset backed financing is similar to other arrangements which are based on interest bearing
loans.
The measure would become effective only in 2018
and apply to transactions supported by assets,
including deferred payment arrangements and hire
purchase arrangements.
The proposal comes almost five years after the
Australian Tax Office first presented a paper on
Islamic finance to the government for its review.

Source: Reuters

Sovereign Sukuk: Active Issuance by Indonesia and Bahrain
Two key sovereign issuers, Indonesia and Bahrain,
have kept the momentum going with its monthly
issuance. Bahrain was further reported to have
issued a three-year Sukuk via a private placement.
The government of Indonesia is targeting to raise
IDR4 trillion (US$300 million) via an auction of
sovereign Sukuk on 17th of May to finance the
2016 State Budget, according to an announcement
on the Ministry of Finance’s website.
The Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB) announced in
a statement that its monthly issue
of Sukuk Ijarah worth BHD26 million (US$68.96
million), which carries a maturity of 182 days, has

been fully subscribed. The issue, which has an
expected return of 2.25%, began on the 12th
of May and matures on 10 November 2016.
In addition, it was reported that Bahrain
tapped the dollar-bond market for the second
time in three months, when the Gulf nation
privately placed a US$345 million, threeyear Sukuk issue in a deal arranged by Noor
Bank, Bank ABC and Kuwait Finance House.
The deal is said to have a profit rate of 325bps
over midswaps

Source: IFN

Islamic Development Bank to Return to Ringgit Sukuk Market
The Islamic Development Bank (IDB) plans to
sell local currency Islamic bonds (sukuk) in the
Malaysian market this year after a three-year hiatus, the head of the Jeddah-based multilateral
lender told Reuters.

have ringgit and we will act according to the
needs and issue sukuk in ringgit."

The IDB board has approved the issuance of up
to 400 million ringgit ($99.9 million) in sukuk this
year, from a 1 billion ringgit programme listed on
The deal would be the fourth ringgit- Bursa Malaysia in 2008.
denominated sukuk from the AAA-rated IDB,
It has raised a total of 700 million ringgit via three
one of the largest issuers of sukuk alongside the
sukuk transactions since then, the latter a 5-year
governments of Malaysia, Indonesia and Qatar.
300 million ringgit sukuk in July of 2013.
"It could be both, private and public placeSource: Zawya
ment," IDB president Ahmad Mohamed Ali said
on the sidelines of an industry conference in
Sarajevo, adding that specific size and timing of
the deal would depend on market conditions.
"We have a very active cooperation and relationship with Malaysia and sometimes we need to
4
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Pakistan Steps Up Islamic Finance in Infrastructure Deals
Pakistan is stepping up its use of sharia-compliant
financing to fund infrastructure deals, which could
help to promote the use of longer-term transactions in Islamic finance.

jects planned by Pakistan's government under an initiative dubbed the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC), agreed between
the states in 2014.

Islamic deals are backed by specific assets, which
makes them convenient for infrastructure projects.
But traditionally, Islamic bonds and loans have
shorter tenors - often around five years - than their
conventional equivalents.

The government is providing encouragement; in November, Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar said predominantly Muslim Pakistan
wanted to make sharia-compliant financing
its first choice for infrastructure and longterm financing needs.

This month, however, Pakistani banks arranged
100 billion rupees ($955 million) worth of 10-year
Islamic bonds (sukuk) for a hydropower plant, the
largest infrastructure deal to use Islamic financing
in the country.
Opportunities for similar deals are growing with
$45 billion worth of domestic infrastructure pro-

Islamic finance is being used in deals involving foreign lenders, including large Chinese
banks keen to revive ancient "Silk Road"
trade links with Pakistan through CPEC
projects.

Source: Reuters

New Global Islamic Venture Capital Fund Enters Business
A venture capital fund based on Islamic finance
principles, claiming to be the first of its kind
globally, is set to be initiated by the end of the
month as the result of a joint initiative of the
Islamic Development Bank (IDB) and Malaysia’s state-owned investment firm Malaysia Venture Capital Management Berhad. A memorandum of understanding is expected to be signed
before the end of May after final details have
been discussed at the IDB headquarters in Jeddah.

in Malaysia and the entire Southeast Asia region and
could later be extended to finance entrepreneurial
initiatives in other Islamic countries, including the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). It would give
Islamic investors the opportunity to participate in
startup companies that adhere to Shariah principles.
Such startups have been on the rise lately, but struggled to secure finance as Islamic venture capital is
still rare.

Source: Gulf Times

The initial fund size would be $100mn and
could
be
bulked
up
later.
In the first stages, the venture capital fund
would be utilized to finance startup companies

Bank of Uganda Clears Islamic Bank Products for Business
Commercial banks in Uganda have been operation of Islamic Banking given that it is ancleared to roll out Islamic products following chored on financial institutions' participation in
amendments to the law, officials has said.
these very sectors.
Uganda recently published a new law, the Financial Institutions (Amendment) Act 2016,
which provides for the creation of key governance structures such as a Sharia advisory board,
which are deemed crucial in upholding Sharia
compliance.

According to the Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank senior technocrats, regulations to allow the
smooth operation of the Islamic banking have also
been finalised. This means that Islamic banking
products can now be offered within the premises of
the existing commercial banks or even a fullySection 37 of the old Financial Institutions Act, fledged bank providing purely Islamic finance (in
2004 (FIA 2004) prohibited financial institu- this case Islamic banking) can be established unintions from directly or indirectly engaging in terrupted.
trade, commerce and industry.
Source: All Africa
This restriction inevitably delayed the smooth
5
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Upcoming Events (May-Aug 2016)
Seminar on Islamic Finance The Real Economy and the Financial Sector

Spain, Madrid

23-24 May

Conference Details

United Kingdom, London

25-26 May

Conference Details

World Bank-IFSB-Turkish Treasury Conference : Realising the
Value Proposition of Takāful Industry for a Stable and Inclusive
Financial System

Turkey, Istanbul

30-31 May

Conference Details

World Islamic Economic Forum

Indonesia, Jakarta

2-4 Aug

Conference Details

2016 London Sukuk Summit
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Description of Data:
Dow Jones Sukuk Index: The Dow Jones Sukuk Index is designed to measure the performance of global Islamic fixed-income securities—also known as
sukuk. The index includes U.S. dollar-denominated investment-grade sukuk issued in the global market that have been screened for Shari´ah compliance
according to the index methodology. The index was created as a benchmark for investors seeking exposure to Shari´ah-compliant fixed-income investments.
The Dow Jones Sukuk Index follows the same consistent, quantitative methodology as the Dow Jones Islamic Market™ (DJIM) Indices, which are
monitored to ensure their continued adherence to Shari´ah principles.
Bloomberg USD Emerging Market Composite Bond Index: The Bloomberg USD Emerging Market Composite Bond Index is a rules-based, marketvalue weighted index engineered to measure USD fixed-rate securities issued in emerging markets as identified by Bloomberg. Emerging market issuers can
be found at function EMWH . The major components of the index are the Bloomberg USD Emerging Sovereign Bond Index, Bloomberg USD Emerging
Market Corporate Bond Index, Bloomberg USD Investment Grade Emerging Market Bond Index and Bloomberg USD High Yield Emerging Market Bond
Index. To be included in the index a security must have a minimum par amount of 100MM.
LIBOR USD 6 Month: London - Interbank Offered Rate - ICE Benchmark Administration Fixing for US Dollar. The fixing is conducted each day at
11am & released at 11.45am (London time). The rate is an average derived from the quotations provided by the banks determined by the ICE Benchmark
Administration. The top and bottom quartile is eliminated and an average of the remaining quotations calculated to arrive at fixing. The fixing is rounded up
to 5 decimal places where the sixth digit is five or more.
Dow Jones Islamic Market World Index: The Dow Jones Islamic Market World Index is a global index of companies that meet Islamic investment
guidelines. The index is quoted in USD.
Dow Jones Global Index: The index measures the performance of stocks that trade globally, targeting 95% coverage of markets open to foreign
investment. It is float market cap weighted. It is quoted in USD.
MSCI World Islamic Index: The MSCI World Islamic Index is a free-float weighted equity index. It was developed with a base value of 1000 as of May 31
2007.
MSCI World Index: The MSCI World Index is a free-float weighted equity index. It was developed with a base value of 100 as of December 31, 1969.
MXWO includes developed world markets, and does not include emerging markets.
MSCI Emerging Markets Index: The MSCI Em (Emerging Markets) Index is a free-float weighted equity index.
Bloomberg Takaful Index: Bloomberg Takaful Index is a capitalization-weighted index of all globally listed Takaful-recognised companies. Takaful is an
Islamic term meaning mutual support, which is the basis of the concept of insurance or solidarity among Muslims. This is a form of insurance based on
mutual assistance. The index was developed with a base level of 100 as of April 15, 2009
Murabaha Deposit Rates: Murabaha Deposit An agreement that refers to the sale and purchase transaction for the financing of an asset or project
whereby the costs and profit margin (mark-up) are made known and agreed by all parties involved. The settlement for the purchase, which can be done in
cash or in installments, will be specified in the agreement. Use all prices available in the terminal and updated within the last three working days. Banks that
do not price for more than 3 days are excluded from the daily calculation. Islamic Market Reference Rate is calculated by Bloomberg using contributed rates
from several local and international banks. Reference rates are calculated by taking the average bid & ask of the contributing banks, after eliminating the 4
highest and 4 lowest values.

Glossary Of Key Terms
Ijara

This is a lease contract wherein the Bank (lessor) leases the property to the customer (lessee) in return for a rental paymen t
for a specified financing period. The Bank promises to transfer the title of the property to the customer at the end of the

Mudaraba

Trustee finance contract: One party contributes capital while the other contributes effort or expertise; profits shared accor ding to a predetermined ratio; investor not guaranteed a return and bears any financial loss; no fixed annual payment; financier has no control on how venture is managed.

Murabaha

Sale with agreed mark-up: Financing purchase of assets for a profit margin; asset purchased on behalf of client and resold at
a pre-determined price; payment could be lump sum or in installments; ownership of asset remains with bank till full payments made

Musharaka

Partnership; equity participation contract: Both parties contribute capital; profits shared by a pre -determined ratio, not necessarily in relation to contributions; losses shared in proportion to capital contributions; both parties share and control h ow
investment is managed; each partner liable for the actions of the other

Shari’ah Board

An independent body set up by an Islamic bank with the mandate of ensuring that the Islamic bank achieves and maintains
the mandate of Shariʿah compliance.

Sukuk

An Islamic financial certificate, similar to a bond in Western finance, that complies with Shariʿah, Islamic religious law. Because the traditional Western interest paying bond structure is not permissible, the issuer of a sukuk sells an investor group
the certificate, who then rents it back to the issuer for a predetermined rental fee. The issuer also makes a contractual pro mise to buy back the bonds at a future date at par value.

Salam

Salam is a sale whereby the seller undertakes to supply some specific goods to the buyer at a future date in exchange of an advanced price
fully paid at spot. The contract of Salam creates a moral obligation on the Salam seller to deliver the goods,. The Salam contract cannot be
cancelled once signed.

Takaful

The term ‘takaful’ is derived from an Arabic word which means solidarity, whereby a group of participants agree among
themselves to support one another jointly against a defined loss. In a takaful arrangement, the participants contribute a sum
of money as wholly or partially taburru’ (donation) into a common fund, which will be used for mutual assistance for the
members against a defined loss or damage, according to the terms and conditions of the takaful.

Istisna’

Istisna' s the kind of sale where a commodity is transacted before it comes into existence. It means to order a manufacturer to manufacture a
specific commodity for the purchaser. If the manufacturer undertakes to manufacture the goods for him with material from the manufacturer, the transaction of istisna’ comes into existence. But it is necessary for the validity of istisna’ that the price is fixed with the consent of the
parties and that necessary specification of the commodity (intended to be manufactured) is fully settled between them.

Wakala

Wakala is the agency contract which is used widely in Islamic Finance. The applications ranging from brokerages services in
permissible activities, like certain stocks, as well as to be the agent in a Murabaha transaction. The client, who wants to be
financed, acts as agent of the bank to acquire the asset, then sold to him on credit installments. Agents can be compensated
for their assignment with a fixed, variable or performance model, which is frequently used to influence pay outs and cash flows in
financial engineering.

Contact Info:
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+90 212-385-3445
aaydin@worldbank.org
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